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Abstract 
 
The article discusses the historical concept of Russian education, focused on the formation of such a 

historical consciousness among young people that would contribute to the solution of long-term domestic and 
foreign policy tasks by the state. The peculiarity of the Russian state policy towards history education lies in the 
fact that at different stages of historical development it could be cyclical, when a temporary underestimation by 
state bodies of the role of history education in shaping the civic identity of young people was replaced by the 
return of this problem to the list of state policy priorities. The recent history of Russia has also not escaped this 
situation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Features of the transformation of historical education in the conditions of democratic transition were due 

to a number of circumstances. The main one was that Russian society, which entered the era of democratic 
transformations after the collapse of the USSR, had no such precedent in the historical past. This meant that the 
democratic transition could be carried out mainly on the basis of borrowing the experience of foreign 
democracy. The target setting for the development of the educational sphere, including historical education, was 
enshrined in the Constitution of the Russian Federation of 1993, where, in accordance with the provisions of Art 
Article 13, Chapter 1, ideological diversity was established in the Russian Federation, which meant a dialectical 
denial of the former mono-conceptual model of the country's political life during the period of the Soviet Union. 
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Despite the constitutionally enshrined principle of de-ideologization and democratization, which regulates 
the main spheres of public life in post-Soviet Russia, liberal democratic values actually dominated here, serving 
as the conceptual basis for the transition to market relations. These values primarily included: the priority of 
personal rights and freedoms; formal legal equality of citizens as subjects of rights and obligations; fetishization 
of individualism in its various manifestations; the cult of success in life as a meaning-forming goal of personal 
behavior, the achievement of which presupposes readiness and ability for tough interpersonal competition. 

 
II. METHODOLOGY 
 
The methodological basis of the study was the provisions of the systemic approach in combination with 

the genetic and comparative-historical approaches, which determined the consideration of the process of growth 
of the systemic properties of diagnostic and ideological thought and activity in the course of their evolution in the 
structure of pedagogical systems; civilizational, formational, cultural, interdisciplinary approaches; principles of 
reliance on the achievements of theory and practice, mutual complementation of facts, theories, technologies; 
provisions on the relationship between the individual's consciousness and his activity, the dialectical relationship 
between the level of development of pedagogical culture and diagnostic activity; the principle of historicism, 
which requires considering the phenomena under study in their formation and development; the principle of 
pluralism, which implies the historical significance of the diversity of cultural forms.  

 
III. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
 
The analysis of the scientific literature on the problem under study showed that the study of various 

aspects of state policy in the organization of national historical education was carried out by representatives of a 
number of humanities - primarily history, sociology, political science - which is justified by the complex nature of 
the problem under study. At the same time, the analysis of scientific literature showed that, in comparison with 
representatives of other sciences, this problem has not yet become a priority for historians. 

A special place among historical works is occupied by works devoted to the specifics of the activities of 
various state institutions in the formation of historical consciousness, its role and place in the behavioral practice 
of the younger generation. Here, first of all, it is necessary to highlight the studies of O.S. Gorkunova, I.V. 
Kutykova, O.B. Leontieva, Yu.A. Levada, V.V. Lykova, L.N. Mazur, I.B. Orlova, I.M. Savelieva, A.B. Poletaeva, 
E.A. Protaseni, L.P. Repina, Zh.T. Toshchenko, N.G. Fedorova. 

The study of the development of higher historical education in the educational space of Russia allows us 
to conclude that higher historical education, as a social institution at all stages of its development, was an 
integral part of the socio-political system that predetermined its goals; set tasks, transformed the structure and 
set the content of historical courses. The political factor in the development of higher historical education almost 
always prevailed over the needs of the individual, economy or society. But at the same time, higher historical 
education also had its own internal history - the history of its constituent people, who differently perceived the 
requirements of the socio-political system, modified or adapted to it, filled the structure of the state system of 
training historians with their feelings, values, worldviews. 

The historical reality in modern social and humanitarian research involves the expansion of the subject 
area through the use of interdisciplinarity, such a synthesis of the sciences of man and society, which makes it 
possible to implement the introduction of "horizontal" and "vertical" links into the historical process, to consider a 
comprehensive analysis of the subjective and objective, micro and macrostructures, etc. 

The modern study of the problems of education, which can be considered as a sphere of interaction of 
various factors - economic and political, social and cultural, anthropogenic and epistemological, in our opinion, 
is the most acceptable and productive from the standpoint of "new social" and "sociocultural history".  
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With such a research orientation, the evolutionary dynamics of the national education system is 
considered not so much in the traditional context of identifying the essence of the main directions and features 
of educational policy, the organizational structure of this system, the transformation of scientific and cognitive 
paradigms, but from the point of view of the interaction of various participants and factors of the educational 
process. 

The system of education in general, and historical in particular, is viewed through the prism of the organic 
unity of the types of sociality and culture in the sociocultural approach. Education as a phenomenon of culture in 
the spiritual-content, morphological and organizational-institutional aspects, on the one hand, forms a "culture in 
a person", fills human activity with meaning, on the other hand, creates such an educational environment that 
creates the necessary conditions for its self-development. With all the variety of approaches to studying the 
phenomenon of education, the most optimal, in our opinion, is the understanding of higher education as a 
specific socio-cultural institution that has emerged and is developing in accordance with changing social 
interests and needs. As a result of this understanding, the focus of research attention should be on the 
processes of origin, institutionalization, reform of this sphere, socialization of the individual, the relationship of 
higher education with economics, politics, determining the place in the system of social management, etc. 
Higher education as an element of the social system has a dual purpose: to meet the social needs of the 
subjects of highly skilled labor activity and to meet individual needs for knowledge, skills and abilities. The main 
functions of higher education include: providing and reproducing the highest level of intellectual resources of a 
certain society; transmission and dissemination of culture; generation of new knowledge, ideas, etc. 
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The transformation of the higher education system is the product of the impact of various factors - from 
economic to administrative and organizational, in other words, the interaction of a set of development factors, 
the educational system can be considered as an "educational space", in the center of which is a person focused 
on achieving a certain social status within the framework of values formed in a particular society. 

Higher historical education is a complex systemic education that includes a number of elements: state 
policy in this area; the educational situation in a certain period, which is characterized by the interaction of 
economic, sociocultural and other factors; the dominant type of scientific outlook and methodology of scientific 
research; value orientations and practical activities of subjects of education; changing organizational institutions 
and forms of historical education; assessment of the quality of training of specialists, etc. 

Revealing the structure of higher historical education allows, applying an interdisciplinary approach to its 
study, to determine the main directions, trends and features of the development of education in the period under 
study. 

 
 

The potential of higher historical education as a means of state ideology in the 1920s was still little 
perceived by the party corporation headed by V.I. Lenin, A.B. Lunacharsky, N.K. Krupskaya, etc.  
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Solving the primary tasks of "reforging" the pre-revolutionary views of historians, reworking the structure 
of "bourgeois" universities, "democratizing" historical knowledge, the reform measures of the Soviet government 
broke the methods, forms and techniques of the system of obtaining and teaching historical knowledge that had 
been formed for a century before the revolution. Already in the early 1920s  the historical and philological 
faculties of universities ceased to exist, since the middle of this decade, the history of Russia has disappeared 
as a subject for many years, at the end of the 1920s - history as an academic discipline: the discipline was 
excluded from the plans of secondary schools.  

The destruction of the cadres - the "old professorship" of historians during this period finally undermined 
the potential of the few remaining historical departments within the institutes. As a result, by the turn of 1934, 
when a decision was made in party circles to restore history at school and at university, higher historical 
education had practically lost both its methodological foundations and, to a large extent, its personnel potential. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The dynamism of modern civilization and the contradictory nature of the transition to an information 
society significantly change the nature and social functions of historical education. It becomes obvious that 
higher education provides not only professional training and reproduction of an integral socio-cultural heritage, 
but also is a resource for the transformation of the system of social ties, human qualities and capabilities. At the 
latest stage of modernization, the creative and innovative function of education is steadily gaining strength. 
Being the subject and at the same time the object of a whole complex of political and economic transformations 
of Russian society, higher historical education can become a social force capable of influencing the formation of 
the most demanded human qualities in the new socio-cultural situation: among which are high mobility, 
competitiveness and civic responsibility. 
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Аннотация 
 
В статье рассматривается историческая концепция российского образования, ориентированная на 

формирование у молодежи такого исторического сознания, которое способствовало бы решению 
государством долгосрочных внутриполитических и внешнеполитических задач. Особенность российской 
государственной политики в отношении исторического образования заключается в том, что на разных 
этапах исторического развития оно могло носить циклический характер, когда временная недооценка 
государственными органами роли исторического образования в формировании гражданской 
идентичности молодежи сменялась возвращением этой проблемы в число приоритетов государственной 
политики. Новейшая история России также не избежала этой ситуации. 

Ключевые слова: институт, история, образование, политика, право. 
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